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Although it only measures 43cm square, the QuickSAT has the performance of a 65cm diameter satellite dish and can be used over the whole of Europe. It will receive all U.K. TV channels all over England, Scotland, Wales & Ireland and over most of France and Germany.

- Astra 2 South 28.2E
- Astra 2D 26.2E

Stow-away Size and Weight

Sized at just 55cm L x 45cm W x 20 cm H the QuickSAT travel bag houses everything you need to watch Digital Satellite TV on the move except the TV itself.

FEATURES

- No sat-finder required
- Can be used with any TV (analogue or digital) with supplied “QuickSAT Free to air receiver”.
- Can be installed directly to any TV with integrated satellite receiver.
- Works with AVTEX DRS and Cello Traveller TVs.
- Can be used over the whole of Europe on any satellite.
- Receives all UK TV channels (Astra 28, SKY and Freesat) over all of the UK, Ireland, most of France and Germany.
- Almost half the size and weight of the competitions equivalent system.
- Complete with QuickSAT weatherproof travel bag.

CONTACT
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International:
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Email:
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www.quicksatuk.com

TOURING SATELLITE SYSTEM
with Fast Dish Alignment

THE SMALL DISH WITH BIG POWER
Why QuickSAT

The QuickSAT satellite system allows you to find and lock on to your desired satellite (Astra2 for UK TV line up) within minutes of unpacking every time whatever your location. It is your fast and simple solution to hassle free satellite TV.

QuickSAT Elevation and Alignment System

Built In Loudspeaker

QuickSAT works with ANY receiver in ANY country.

QuickSAT can work with supplied 12v receiver or Works with ANY TV with integrated Satellite such as AVTEX DRS and Cello Traveller models and even works with SKY and FREESAT receivers as well.

Sized at just 55cm L x 45cm W x 20 cm H the QuickSAT travel bag houses everything you need to watch Digital Satellite TV on the move except the TV itself.

In addition to a sturdy lightweight tripod, optional mounts are available to fix the dish to a wall, pole or table.

QuickSAT Explained

The Small Dish with Big Power

The main advantage of QuickSAT – it’s simple and fast to setup and it has better performance than a considerably larger conventional dish.

Touring Satellite System with Fast Dish Alignment

The new QuickSAT elevation and alignment system eliminates the problems associated with the more traditional type “satellite finders”.

The first thing to recognize is that the UK channel line up is beamed to earth using Astra satellite however, the Astra satellite has been joined in space by many other satellites and traditional meters and location methods do not clearly distinguish between them, QuickSAT does.

In addition some satellites such as ASTRAL and Hotbird transmit stronger signals than Astra so traditional finders systems just look onto the strongest signal, therefore its highly likely your dish will not be pointing at the right satellite. QuickSAT solves this.

Satellites are positioned at varying heights in the sky, so unless your dish is accurately tilted to within +or- 1° the dish will pass by the desired satellite without registering. QuickSAT only finds the satellite you choose.

The QuickSAT elevation and alignment system overcomes all the above issues regardless of the angle of the ground or mounting surface.

The QuickSAT elevation device enables exact angle of elevation and the QuickSAT speaker bursts into life as soon as you rotate the dish to the required satellite azimuth degree as indicated by the QuickSAT supplied Satellite direction indicator (Satfinder).

QuickSAT your fast and simple solution to hassle free satellite TV.

What is INCLUDED?

- Lightweight 43cm square Flat Dish
- Free To Air pre-tuned Satellite TV receiver
- QuickSAT elevation and alignment kit
- Sturdy lightweight tripod with ground fixings
- All supplied in a weatherproof travel bag

The QuickSAT Satellite Kit includes everything you need to watch Digital Satellite TV on the move except the TV itself. Each kit includes Flat-Dish, sturdy lightweight tripod with ground fixings, pre-tuned 12 volt DC satellite receiver, QuickSAT elevation and alignment kit as well as all required leads and connections.

All of this can be transported and stowed away in the supplied weatherproof travel bag that is almost half the size and weight of the competitions equivalent system. Travel bag size: 55cm L x 45cm W x 20 cm H